Astrologyand Astronomyas
Mesopotamian
Domainsof the Mesopotamian
,,Wisdom".
SimoParpola - Helsinki
The currentAssyriologicalmannerof speakingof ,,Mesopotamian
asrology and astronomy",of which I myself am as guilty as anybody,
and a potential
involvesa difficulty liable to createmisunderstandings
the natureof Mesopotamian
obstacleto our attemptsto understand
general.
in
science
There is, of course,nothing wrong with applying the terms ,,astrology"
and ,,astronomy"to ancientMesopotamiaas long as we know precisely
what these two terms mean and why we are using them. One may
perfectly legitimately speak of ,,the astrological omen series Enuma Anu
Enlil" for instance, meaning a collection of omens containing only
astrological material from our point of view. One can also speak of
,,astonomical cuneiform texts" meaning the sort of texts Neugebauer
publishedin his ACT.
The dangerin the matter lies in the fact that in today'sworld astronomy
and astrologyare separatedisciplineswith entirely different connotations
and value attachments.One is progressivescience;the other is primitive
superstition.Speakingof Mesopotamianastrology and astronomywe
project, unwantinglymaybe,this notion of two separatedisciplinesto the
pastand createa problem of definition: what exactly were Mesopotamian
asfology and astronomy,and what was their relationshipto eachother?
*

This paper is a polished version of the more or less informal talk I delivered in
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I know of course that many Assyriologists would not agree to separate
astrologyand astronomyin ancientMesopotamia,but as a matter of fact
thereexistssubstantialconfusionaboutthe issueeven amongexperts,not
to mention outsiders.lCertainly there is also a strong tendencyto regard
Mesopotamian mathematical astronomy as the culmination of
Mesopotamianscience2and to think that the peoplewho practicedit were
somehowdifferent from professionalastrologers.In practice,the study of
Mesopotamianastronomyand astrologyhas long since gone in separate
directions, so that experts in Mesopotamianastronomicaltexts do not
necessarilyknow very much aboutMesopotamianastrology.
This split has one particular danger in it. It tends to divide astrological
and astronomicaltexts into two separatecategories,and inferencesdrawn
about thesetwo groupstend to be strongly biaseddependingon the texts
that happen to be assignedor assignableto them. An overwhelming
majority of the texts traditionally assigned to the category of
,,Mesopotamianastrology" are collectionsof omens,and for this reason
Mesopotamian astrology is often referred to as ,,omen astrology" or,
putting an emphasison the omen protases,,,observationalastrology".It is
of course realised that there are other types of astrological texts as well,
but the fact is that Mesopotamianastrology still is - mistakenly, in my
opinion - rather strongly contrastedwith later (Hellenistic, medieval,
Islamic) astrologicalsystems,which are viewed as further developments
or transformations of the former, but neverthelessas something
essentiallydifferent.3
I think it is unfortunatethat such a notion has becomeso popular, because
in a sensespeakingof ,,omenastrology" tends to reduce Mesopotamian
astrologyto a rather mechanicalsystemwith not very much imagination
in ir On the assumptionthat an observedcelestialphenomenonproduces
a phenomenonon the earth, one compiles huge collections of omens
registering virtually everything that goes on in the heavensand noting
down whatevercan be assumedto have happenedas a consequenceon

t Cf. f. Rochberg-Halton,
,,BetweenObservationand Theoryin Babylonian
Astronomical
TexE",JNES50 (1991),107-120.
2 Cf, e,.Aaboe,Cambridge
AncientHistory,2nded.,III/2 (1991),p.278.
3 See F. Rochberg-Halton,,,Elementsof the BabylonianContributionto
Hellenistic
Astrology",JAOS108(1988),5I-62.
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a consequenceon the earth.It does not require very much intelligenceto
build up suchcollections.
Today I propose to take a sornewhatdifferent approach to the whole
issue, and instead of dwelling on the texts we have, conventionally
divided in the said two categories,take a closer look at the personswho
actually produced thesetexts.
It has long sincebeenobservedthat the personsprofessionallyengagedin
making astronomicalobservationsin first millennium Mesopotamiawere
called fupiar Enuma Anu Enlil, literally,,Enuma-Anu-Enlil-scribes".
Enuma Anu Enlil was the name of the great astrologicalomen series,so
this title in effect means,,observerand interpreterof celestialomens" and
thus was the functionalequivalentof our ,,astrologer".
Now the professionaltitles of the people who copied and drew up
advanced mathematical astronomical texts, planetary and lunar
ephemerides,etc., can to a large extent be establishedfrom the colophons
of these texts. Not unexpectedly,as implied by the title tupiar Enuma
Anu Enlil, these ,,astronomers"regularly turn out to be practicing
astrologers,being in possessionof astrological literature ranging from
copiesof and commentariesto EnumaAnu Enlil to horoscopictexts. But,
surprisingly,the title fupiar EnumaAnu Enlil itself is not at all prominent
in the colophons. virtually all owners of seleucid astrologicalastronomicaltabletsidentify themselvesas representatives
of two utterly
,,non-astronomical"professions knlfr,,,lamentationpriests", andai ipu,
,,exorcists"!
It is true that they occasionallyalso call themselvesfu.piar Enfima Anu
Enlil, the normal term for ,,astrologer".4But it is important to note that
whenevera personwith two professionaltitles choosesto omit his other
title, it is the title ,,astrologer"he drops, while the titles ,,lamentation
priest" or ,,exorcist"are neveromitted.5

'SeeACT nos.102,722,726,135,161,
17l, 194,420.
j
E.g., Anu-abi,uttere
calls himself lupiar EnumaAnu Enlil andkalfi in
\m 171and 194,but kalfronly in ACT 600and802:Samas-etir
is aiipu and
::lpiarEnumaAnuEnlil in ACT 163,butaiipu onlyin ACT 601.

There is one further point in these colophons worth comment in this
context, and that relates to the genealogiesof the tablet owners. As is
well known, practically all Seleucid scribal families traced their origins
back to eponymousancestorsliving in a distant past,6 and I would like to
make a point here about one particular ancestor encountered in the
astrological-astronomicalcolophons. It is Sin-leqe-unninni, otherwise
known as the editor of the StandardBabylonian version of the epic of
Gilgamesh, and elsewhereentitled ,,exorcist."7The point is that if the
title ,,exorcist" does not particularly well agree with our idea of an
astronomer,it certainly does not suit any better our preconceivedideas of
who the editor of a major philosophical work like the epic of Gilgamesh
should have been. This underlines that one has to be extremely cautious
in applying the modern notions of ,,astronomy" and ,,philosophy" to
ancient Mesopotamia.
lraving the Seleucid era and moving back in time to the Neo-Assyrian
(Sargonid) period, we encountera remarkably similar situation' From this
perioO we ha"e a large corpus of astrological letters and reports to the
king, and as F. Rochberg-Halton just pointed out, these dispatcheswere
not authoredexclusively by ,,Enuma-Anu-Enlil-scribes";the sendersalso
include,,exorcists" and,Jamentationpriests". Another similarity with the
Seleucid period are the genealogiesof the report-writers. The Assyrian
scholars also traced their families back to ancient times, and largely,
though not always, perpetuatedthe sameprofessionsas their fathers and
ancestors.S
Now I would not like to make too much of the fact that people like
exorcists and lamentation-priests are found among the senders of the
Sargonid reports; after all, most Salgonid letters and reports of
astrological COntent were written by ,,scribes" or ,,astrologers".
Nevertheless, the fact is there and calls for an explanation. Why did
professional exorcists and lamentation priests occupy themselves with
matters of asrology and observationalastronomy?

Authors
6seeO. Neugebauer
ACT I, p. 13ff andcf. W. G. Larnbert,,,Ancestors,
(1957),
1-14.
andCanonicity",JCS11
TSeeW. G. Larnbert,,,A Catalogueof TextsandAuthors",JCS 16 (1962),6.
t SeeS. Parpola,LAS 2, P. XVIIff.
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Before suggestingan answer, I may note that there is evidence of
extensive cooperation between scholarly experts in Sargonid royal
and other contemporarytexts. Thus one finds expertsin
correspondence,
different fields co-authoringlettersto the king, e.g. on accountof a lunar
eclipse,and such goups of expertstypically include the threeprofessions
alreadymentioned:a professionalastrologer,a professionallamentiationchanter and a professional exorcist.eOther types of scholarly experts
could also co-autor lettersto the king, for instancemedical doctors (csil)
writing lettersjointly with exorcists.
In addition to this, scholarly cooperationis describedor alluded to in
several letters. We find an exorcist carrying out apotropaic rites an
accountof an astrologicalomen while a lamentationpriest carries out a
different set of rites on accountof the sameomen, or a haruspex(bdrtt)
performing an extispicy on accountof a royal illness whose naturecould
not be determinedby the doctors attendingto the king's health.l0 From
other contempoarytexts we learn that the training of scholarly experts
involved mastery of the professionallore of severaldifferent crafts. For
example, a text dubbed ,,a curriculum for exorcists" specifies the
literature an exorcist had to master in order to become fully trained, and
this list includes collections of astrological and terrestrial omens - in
other word, things properly belonging to the domain of the ,,astrologel'
-scribes.ll Conversely,private libraries of haruspicescould contain
numerousexorcistic tablets.12
To sum up, we have clear evidencein both Sargonidand Seleucidtimes
of a well-established,,system"in which specialistsin different branches
of Mesopotamianlearning cooperatedfor a common purpose. The
training of theseexpertsinvolved erudition in subjectsclearly exceeding
the confines of their individual fields - one could with reasonspeak of

e SeeLAS 2, AppendixMl.
1o See, e.g., LAS nos. 167, 185 and 333 (exorcistsco-operatingwith
lamentationpriests);no. 246: 18f and relevant commentary(haruspices
cooperatingwith physicians).
1lse€ KAII 44 r.16ff, editedby H. Zimmem, ZA 30 (1916), 2Mff , and recently
by J. Botter6 in Annuairire, Ilcole Pratique des hautes Etudes, IVe section,
19741197
5 (Paris 1975),95ff.
.l SeeS. Parpola,,,AssyrianLibrary Records",JNES 42 (1983), 8ff.
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interdisciplinaryeducation.l3In this light, the questionleft pendingabove
(p. 50) should actually be rephrasedas follows: What purpose did this
interdisciplinarycooperationand educationserve?Why would an expert
in chantinglamentationshave had to masterasffologicaltexts or draw up
ephemeridesfor the moon and the planets?
I believe the answer is that the crafts of thesescholarly experts were to a
large extent complementary and that their respectivedisciplines and
fields representedpartsof a larger whole, which I, in conformity with the
native Mesopotamianterminology, propose to call ,,wisdom". In my
opinion it is essentialto considerthesedisciplinesnot in isolation but as
integral parts of this larger whole, and to realize that as parts of an
integratedsystemof thought,the different subdisciplinesof the ,,wisdom"
were in constantcontactand interactionwith eachother.
One should note in this contextthat the scholarsfiguring in the Sargonid
royal correspondence
were not just any ,,soothsayers",
,,magicians"or
their
time and not
,,wizards".They representedthe intellectualelite of
only that: they were the absolute top men in the disciplines they
represented.They bear titles identifying them as the chiefs (rabi, ht.
,,greatest")of different groupsof scholarlyexpertsemployedat the royal
court - in other words, they can be said to have been the ,,rabbis" or
,,wisemen" (Daniel 5: 7-8) of their time.
This point has to be stressedbecauseit is essentialto make a distinction
betweenthese,,rabbis",who representedthe highestknowledge in their
fields, and lower-levelpractitionersof the samedisciplines.The ,gabbis"
had a particular purpose to fulfill in the Mesopotamiansociety. They
were attachedto the royal court to protect and advise the king because
they, like their ,,predecessors",the mythical Seven Sages serving
antediluvian kings, were in possessionof certain secret knowledge of
vital importanceto the king that otherpeopledid not possess.
To understandwhy the king had to be surroundedby such men we must
briefly considerthe king's statusin Mesopotamiansociety.He was a link
betweengod and man, a sort of god on earth, and as such, subjectto
demandsof perfectionnot imposedon any other individual in the society.
As god's representativeon earth, his conduct largely determinedthe

t: cr. LAs 2,p.XVIII.
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fortunes of the state.He could not just behaveany way he wanted; his
conduct had to correspondto the way the gods wished him to act.
The scholars'became indispensablewhen the king neededto be advised
about his conduct. He himself was not able to understandthe ways of the
gods or the language they spoke. It was only a handful of learned men
trained to read the signals sent by the gods who could do this.
Previous speakershave already touched on the element of religion in
Mesopotamian astrology and it has been pointed out that one cannot
speak of astral religion in this context, becausethe starsthemselveswere
not gods even though they were considereddivine. But this does not
mean that religion did not play any role in the work of the specialistswho
interpretedthe signals of the gods. I would say quite the contrary.
One should be keenly aware of the fact that omen astrology in the sense
of a mechanical system of haphazardly correlated celestial signs and
mundane events did not exist in Mesopotamia. There was always a
messagein the signs- they were meaningful signals,not just producers
of certain haphazardeffects on the earth.
I understand the series Enuma Anu Enlil primarily as a scientific
collection of signals sent by the gods to the king. They sent these signs in
order to affect the conduct of the king, the actions that he should take,
and these signs were there for this single purpose only -that the gds
could expresstheir pleasureor displeasurewith the conduct of the king
through a system of signs that could be interpretedand reactedto.
In the Sargonid royal correspondencethere are several referencesto
omensthat were sent to ttre king by gods in order to ,,open his ears", and
by this it is meant that the king was supposedto listen to what the gods
were saying.la In addition, we have a reference,which I think is very
important, where after the discussion of an omen and its interpretation it
ls statedthat the king should be ,,on his guard".15The omen in questionis
not astrologicaleven though it is included in Enuma Anu Enlil . It refers
;o an earthquakeand is explainedto mean that the king will be vilified
a,nidsthis magnates.In order to prevent that, he was supposedto perform
' Seee.g.R. C. Thompson,Rep.57.
: LAS no.35r.22.
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a namburbi ritual to avert the omen, because,,the god who createdthe
earthquake,Ea, had also createdan apotropaicritual againstit". But after
this comes the statementthat the king should neverthelessbe ,,on his
guard". I take this to imply that he had to review his waysA similr conclusion can be drawn from a considerationof the attitude to
lunar or solar eclipses portending the king's death. There was a way of
avoiding the predicted fate, namely by enthroning a substitute king who
would eventually be killed. Discussionsof this ritual have been generally
satisfied to,explain it as reflecting a rather primitive logic:
1) Superstitiouspeople establishthat the king's life is being threatenedby
supernaturalforces; 2) the equally superstitiousking aMicates his throne
and enthronesa substitute, who is killed in his stead; 3) the supernatural
forces are happy with this, and the king can reassumehis role without
having to be afraid of anything.l6
But I think that *ris interpretation is utterly wrong, becausethe message
,,the king will die" actually meant that the king was to die becausehe had
sinned}1 Scen in this light, enthroning a substitutejust could not be
enough, because it did not solve the basic issue, namely that the
punishment, the king's death, had been imposed becauseof his personal
conduct. Thus it had to b apersonal punishment.
For this rei$on the personality of the king was magically transferred to
the substitutp. He takes on the person and the sins of the king and dies as
him, while &e king himself becomes a different person through a pr@ess
called ,,ablution house" (bit rimki), a cycle of apotropaic rituals
performed in connection with the lunar eclipse. The purpose of this cycle
was to purify the person of the king. He dons new garments' washes
away his sins, and confessesthat he has sinned. Embedded in the cycle
are beautiful hyrnns and prayers closely resembling Biblical psalms. In
fact, some of them are so beautiful that in translation they could easily be
mistaken for Biblical verses.There the king tells that he does not know

15Ott the subginrre king ritual seeLAS 2, pp. XXI-XXXII
listedibid, p. XXIL
lTseebelow.

and the literature
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how he has sinned,he only knows that he has sinned,and repentsand
asksfor forgiveness.18
The earthquakeritual discussedabovehas a similar rationale,becausethe
king there undergoesa shaving ritual whereby his bodily outgrowths
(hairs and nails) representinghis sinful ego are shavedoff and put in a
bottle, which is then sealedand carried off to enemy territory.lg Here, in
effect, we have the evil spirit of this mighty being, the king, a semi-god
even,forced into eternalimprisonmentin a sealedbottle, while the king's
new purified self is enabledto resumethe duties of the king. I seriously
think this embottlementritual hasgiven rise to the countlessstoriesabout
the spirit of the bottle found in the Arabian Nights.2o
But back to the natureof the astrologicalomencollection.Concealedas it
is behind the mask of monotonous,stereotyped,repetitive omens, its
religious nature is easily overlooked.It should be noted, however, that
the beginningof this compositionexplicitly definesit as a religious text.
Its introductorylines, which refer to the establishrnent
of the divine world
order by Anu, Enlil and Ea, set the tone to the whole composition.2lAn
unmistakablereligious undertoneis also found in other collectionsof
omens like the Summa dlu, whose very first lines reveal the moral
attitude of its compiler:
,,If a city is situatedon a hill, for the inhabitants,that city will be
depressed.
If a city is situated(modestly)in a valley, that city will be
elevated."

18 See W. G. Lambert,,,Dingir.Sd.dib.ba
Incantations",
JNES 33 (I974),
-322.
267
reSeeLAS no. 137-139and the commentary
in LAS 2, p.123ff.See also
\\'. Mayer, ,,Ein neues KOnigsritual gegen feindliche Bedrohung",
O r . 5 7( 1 9 8 8 )1, 4 5 - 1 6 / .
l'l Notethat thejirurs figure asexpertpalacebuilders,an activity whereancient
\lesopoumiankingsexcelledlike no others.
l- .,tchsin I: 1-8.
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The samebasic attitude is encounteredthroughout the text:
,Jf the structure of the houseon the outsideis alluring, it will not
endure;
is inhabitantwill be
If the structureof a houseis unprepossessing,
happyi'22
Why am I stressing this moral undertone of the omen texts? Simply
becauseI think it is important to recognize these texts for what they
properly are, religious texts belonging to a larger canonized whole
comparable to the Holy Writ. It is diagnostic of their characteras sacred
writings that their origin was attributed to divine revelation,23and that
whenever they are cited or referred to this is done in much the same
words as the Biblical texts are referred to and quoted in the Bible.2a
In general I find that the element of religion in Mesopotamianscience
should be stressedmuch more than has beencustomiry in recent times. If
I would have to define Mesopotamian ,,wisdom" in a simple way, I
would define it as an extensionof Mesopotamian religion.It should be
clearly recognizedthat with Mesopotamiansciencewe are dealing with a
sophisticated,well organized and comprehensivesystem of thought that
had largely grown out of the necessityto advise and protect the king in
his capacity as the god's earthly representative.It could not have
developed as it did without this sort of background. Whatever
developmentit underwentand whateverway that developmentended,it
was a long, gradual processextending over millennia, whereby the whole
system with its integratedworld view was being slowly and continuously
refined, enlarged and revised.

On the microlevel, this processis mirrored by the developmentof
mathematicalastronomy,which likewise was not the creationof any
in which
singleindividualbut the end productof a long development
22 TabletsI 1-2 and VI 3-4; seeArur Guinan,,,ThePerils of High Living:
Dvinatory Rhetoricin SummaAlu", in H. Behrenset. al. (eds.),DUMU-E21989),231tr.
DUB-BA-A, Studiesin Honorof Ake W. Sjdberg@hiladelphia
23SeeK2248:1 (W. G. Lambert,JCS16,64).
24aki annie(ina libbi ...) ialir ,,it is written(in ...)" or ald annie(ina '.' libbi)
morefully in my dissertation
qabi,itis said(...)".Thematteris discussed
(LAS II A, Neukirchen1971),p. 19.
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many generations of competing scholars participated - a process
comparableto the way in which the personalcomputerwas perfected.b
Viewed as a whole, Mesopotamian,,wisdom" displays a number of
distinctive characteristicslargely attributabteto its historical background.
one important characteristicis that its theoretical core - summa
sapientta - was jealously guardedby the initiates and kept secretfrom
outsiders.No full exposition of the ,,system" has survived for the simple
reasonthat it was never committed to writing. we do have glimpses of it
in a few odd esoteric texts defined as ,nsecretof the great gods, for the
initiate only" in their colophons,and revealingly enough,such texts also
include mathematicalastonomical texts.26
One may ask how such esotericlore could be effectively transmittedif it
was to be kept oral and concealedfrom the masses.The answer is that it
was transmitted exactly in the way specified in the colophons of
mathematical-astronomicaltexts already discussed,namely from father to
son within a few old scribal families. A father who knew that his son
would continuein his position would in due courseimpaft his knowledge
to his son, while he would keep it secret from other persons,with the
exception of a few initiated colleaguesor disciples.
A further characteristicof this esoteric sciencewas that it was essentially
mystic and speculative.The things that this ,,wisdom" had to dear with
were matters that by their very nature demandeda lot of speculation,like
the metaphysicalworld of the gods.You have to know what it is like, and
in order to do that, you have to speculate.
Finally Mesopotamian,,wisdom" may be characterizedas a remarkably
harmoniou.ssystem, becausein the course of the many millennia that
q'ent into its developmentit developed towards an ever increasing
svstematization,one could even say symmetry. Previouspapers have
referredto certainbasicfeaturesin the Mesopotamianomen exegesislike
:he polar systemof oppositesand so on. Thesefeatures,which imply the
eristence of a well-defined hermeneuticaltheory hidden behind the

-r Cf. LAS 2,p. XXI andthepaperof Britton
elsewhere
in this volume.
tt E.g.,MCT no. 135;seein generalR. Borger,
RLA 3,
,,Geheimwissen..,
ri - 1 9 1 .
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noncommittal cover of stereotypeomens,should be subjectedto a careful
and comprehensivestudy.27
Obviously the Mesopotamian scholars attached a great deal of
importance to matters associatedwith the concepts of harmony and
symmetry. The world of numbers, including mystic numbers and
mathematicsin general, played a dominant part in their thinking and
hermeneuticalmethods. Mesopotamianesoteric texts make extensive use
of two well-known techniquesof interpretation known as gematriah and
notarikon, which involve establishingrelationshipsbetween words on
etymological grounds, seeking relations between numbers and words,
reinterpreting passageswritten in cuneiform script by assigning new
values to the signs that made up an utterance, and so on. These
techniques are well known from Jewish Kabbalah and since the terms
themselvesare loanwords from Greek they must also have been popular
in Hellenistic mystic philosophies.28
I believe Assyriologists ought to take a seriouslook at Kabbalah, because
this esoteric lore not only provides the closest known parallel to the
Mesopotamian,,wisdom", but it is also very likely to actually originate in
Mesopotamia. I-et me just rerall a few basic facts about Kabbalah to
show the basis on which the comparisonrests.2eEssentially, Kabbalah is
an extension of Jewish religion. It is a mystic speculative form of
Judaism, but it does contain a lot of asnology and magic just like the
Mesopotamian,,wisdom".Above all, Kabbalistic doctrineshave always
been strictly esoteric and ideally could only be passed from master to
disciple or from father to son orally. For this reasonno direct information
on Kabbalah is available until relatively late (10th century A.D.).

27 For the time being seeGuinan, crt.p. 227tf and I. Starr,The Ritunls of the
D iviner (Malibu 1983),8-24.
28SeeS. Lieberman,,,A Mesopotamian
Backgroundfor the So-CalledAggadic
HUCA 58 (1987),157-225.
Measures'of Biblical Hermeneutics",
29For detailssee,e.g.,D. S. Milto, Kabbalah(New York 1980);P. S. Epstein,
Kabbalah: The Way of the Javish Mystic (GardenCity, NY, 1978);C. Ponc6,
Kabbalah(SanFransisco1973):Z. bn ShimonHalevi,Kabbalah.Traditionof
H iddcn Knowledge(London 1979).
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What does this analogy mean for our understandingof Mesopotamian
astrologyand astronomyin particular?I think it meansa gleat deal, even
though I am not sure that it will remove the terminologicalproblem
referredto at the beginningof this paper.If astronomy,astrologyand the
other Mesopotamianfields of learning are Seenas meaningful, mutually
complernentaryparts of a larger whole, then they are taken out of the
isolation in which they are now being studied, and one can focus one's
attention on the interrelationshipbetween these disciplines rather than
trying to understandthe individual disciplines on their own. If this lost
esoteric system of knowledge could be reconstructed- and I am sure
much can be achived on that score -, we would certainly be able to
understandMesopotamian civilization much better than we do at the
moment.
I would like to concludethis paper with a passagefrom the inscriptions
of the last great king of Assyria, Ashurbanipal,where he boastfully
describeshis careful education.He starts by saying that he learned the
secretlore of the sageAdapa, the servantof the god of wisdom, and then
goes on telling how he masteredastrologyand hepatoscopy,could solve
mathematical problems, read difficult texts etc.30I believe he knew
exactly where to place the emphasisand I think we should follow his
example.

-tO,,Ileamt the craft of the sageAdapa, the esotericsecretof the entire scribal
:radition; I have observed and discussedcelestial and terrestrial signs in the
neetings of scholars; I ponder with experts divinen the liver, the image of
:eaven; I can solve complicated mathematicalproblems lacking solution; I read
sophisticatedtexts written in obscure Sumerian and hardly understandable
{kkadian; I have studied stone inscriptions from time before the Flood ..."
S;reck,Asb.,p.252i 13-18).
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